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Introduction
Spinal injections are an important part of the armamentarium in the management of
patients with painful spinal ailments. Spinal injections can be performed as “out-patient
procedures” under local anaesthesia with or without sedation. Following the introduction
of these procedures in 1960, these procedures are now widely used. Initially, these
procedures were performed in a “blind” manner however due to the high incidence of
needle misplacements, these procedures are now usually performed with image guidance.
Spinal injections have both a diagnostic and therapeutic role, however, for this paper
the discussion is restricted to therapeutic uses only. This paper aims to provide a broad
overview of the types, indications, and current status of various therapeutic spinal
injections and percutaneous procedures.

SECTION 1
Lumbar epidural steroid injections and selective nerve root blocks
Low back pain is commonly associated with radicular pain radiating down the lower limbs,
often below the knee. Back pain with radicular component is associated with higher morbidity,
disability, worse quality of life and lower productivity compared to low back pain alone.[1.2]
The yearly prevalence of such pain has been estimated to be between 10 ‑25%.[3] Mechanical
compression of nerves, and inflammatory and neurochemical mediators are often responsible
for this radicular pain.[4] The treatment options include medications, physical therapy and in
some cases surgery. Epidural injections, over the years, have made a place for themselves in
this ladder of treatment by offering a safe and minimally invasive technique which provides
good pain relief in the short term and buying time for the healing to occur.[5] The epidural
injections can be performed via interlaminar, transforaminal and caudal approaches and
utilize local anaesthetics alone or in combination with steroids. In this section we discuss the
interlaminar and transforaminal approaches for epidural steroid injections.
Interlaminar epidural steroid injections
The epidural space is the space around the dura or the thecal sac. It can be divided into
anterior and posterior compartments. The anterior epidural space lies anterior to the
thecal sac and is bordered anteriorly by the posterior longitudinal ligament, intervertebral
disc and vertebral body. The posterior epidural space lies posterior to the thecal sac and
is lined by the ligamentum flavum and lamina posteriorly. This space is estimated to be
about 5‑6 mm in diameter at the lower lumbar levels and is the intended target of the
interlaminar epidural injections. The epidural space contains areolar and fatty tissues,
lymphatics and vascular plexus.[5,6]
Interlaminar epidural injections are indicated in pain due to disc herniations, spinal
stenosis which may nor may not be associated with radicular pain, axial back pain and
failed back surgery syndrome.[5] There is fair to good evidence to suggest its effectiveness
for radicular pain due to lumbar disc herniation and spinal stenosis.[7] However, the
use of epidural injections for mainly axial pain has not been shown to be effective and
provides only short term pain relief.[8,9]
To perform this procedure, the patient is placed in prone position with a pillow under
the abdomen, to decrease lumbar lordosis and opens up the interlaminar space. Skin
preparation and draping are done in the usual fashion, maintaining strict asepsis.
The intended interlaminar space is identified with fluoroscopy. In the AP projection,
the C‑arm is tilted cephalad or caudal such that the interlaminar space is visible in its
maximum dimensions. The skin and overlying soft tissue is anesthetized using local
anaesthetic.[5] An 18 to 22 G Tuohy needle is then inserted in line with the fluoroscope
with the aim of ending up at the superior border of the lower lamina of the intended
level. The needle should be inserted slightly away from the midline as lateral parasagittal
approach has been shown to be more effective.[10] A direct insertion in the midline
should be avoided as the ligamentum flavum may be deficient in the middle and the
loss of resistance may not be felt. Once the lamina is reached the needle is directed to
the ligamentum flavum and syringe filled with air is attached to the needle. The needle
is slowly advanced while pushing on the syringe and the resistance of the ligamentum
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flavum is felt. It is further advanced slowly till loss of resistance is obtained at which
point the advancement is stopped. A lateral fluoroscopy image is then checked to
confirm the position of the needle. It should be seen in the posterior epidural space
along the inferior articular process. Once the needle is in position, aspiration should
done to be confirm that the needle is neither intravascular or intrathecal in position.
This is followed by injection of contrast under fluoroscopy. One should look for any
evidence of vessel uptake or any other abnormal uptake pattern. The contrast should
form a lobulated, smooth and irregular pattern due to permeation of epidural fat. After
confirmation of the pattern one can proceed with the injection of the desired agent.[5]
For injection, commonly, a combination of local anaesthetic with corticosteroids is used.
The volume of injection and type of steroid used varies greatly with no consensus on
the ideal agent or volume. The commonly used steroid agents include triamcinolone,
methylprednisolone and betamethasone.[5]
The interlaminar epidural injections are generally safe procedures with serious
complications being rare. The complications include infections, epidural hematoma,
and allergic reaction. Headaches have been reported due to occasional accidental dural
puncture. Transient hypotension can occur in about 2‑3% of patients due to efferent
sympathetic blockage.[11]
Transforaminal Injections
The intervertebral foramen is surrounded by the facet joint posteriorly, the pedicles of the
adjacent vertebrae superiorly and inferiorly and the vertebral body and disc anteriorly.
Exiting nerve root occupies superior one third of the foramen going below the superior
pedicle and is surrounded by a dural sleeve. The lower half of the foramen is relatively
empty with fat being the main content. The traversing nerve root travels adjacent to the
lower half of the foramen and exits below the pedicle from the lower foramen.[5]
Transforaminal injections are used for diagnosis of the cause of the pain and for
therapeutic relief. The indications for the transforaminal epidural inactions are very
similar to those for interlaminar epidural injections and they have been successfully
used to treat radicular pain associated with degenerative disc disease and lumbar spinal
stenosis.[5,8] It has been suggested that while interlaminar epidural steroid injections are
better for a more diffuse radicular pain where pinpointing the involved nerve root is
not possible, transforaminal injections are used when a specific nerve root needs to be
targeted. Diagnostic injections mostly utilize local anaesthetics alone while therapeutic
injections use local anaesthetics with steroids.[12]
There are 2 commonly used techniques for transforaminal injection as outlined below.
Subpedicular transforaminal injection technique
The patient is laid in prone position and painting and draping is done in the usual fashion.
The target nerve should be clearly identified from preoperative imaging and clinical
examination. In this technique the target foramen is the foramen from which the nerve
exits. For example, if the L4 nerve root is the intended target. The injection will be given
in the L4‑5 foramen below the L4 pedicle. A 22 G 3.5 inch (100cm) long spinal needle is
utilized for this procedure. The first step is to optimize the target level and square off
the inferior and superior end plates at that level. This is achieved by cephalad or caudal
tilting of the fluoroscope as required at different levels. Next the fluoroscope is tilted
on the ipsilateral side to obtain an oblique view such that the superior articular process,
transverse process and the lamina don’t overlap. This can usually be obtained in 15‑20
degrees of fluoroscope tilting. The intended target of the needle is a safe triangle just
below the pedicle and above the exiting nerve root. The starting point is slightly inferior
and lateral to the target point and an oblique trajectory is followed. The needle is slowly
advanced under image guidance to check for correct path. Once bony resistance is felt,
AP projection is taken to check for correct position of the needle and to see that it has not
crossed the medial half or the pedicle. Following this the lateral projection is checked;
where the needle should be just below the pedicle and posterior to the vertebral body
in the posterior half of the foramen. Once satisfactory position of the needle is ensured,
contrast should be injected under live fluoroscopy. The contrast pattern should flow
along the spinal nerve and into the medial epidural space. The intended drug can then
be injected [Figure 1].[5]
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Figure 1: Supraneural transforaminal injection technique (a) AP view showing squaring of the vertebral end plates
(b) Ipsilateral oblique view (c) Oblique view showing the intended target point for the needle (d) oblique view showing
progression of needle in the intended target region (e) lateral view showing the needle in the just below the pedicle and
in the posterior half of the foramen (f) image post contrast injections shows the flow of contrast along the nerve root

Infraneural transforaminal injection technique
The patient is laid in prone position and painting and draping is done in the usual fashion.
The target point for the needle in this technique is inferior third of the foramen known
as the Kambin’s triangle. The Kambin’s triangle is space formed by the exiting nerve
root, the traversing nerve root and the superior border of the lower vertebrae.[13] This
area has been found to be safe and avoids neural and vascular structures.[13,14] Similar to
the subpedicular technique, the target nerve should be identified based on preoperative
imaging and clinical examination and the intended foramen for injection should be
carefully selected. For example, if the L4 nerve root is the intended target the injection
using this technique must be given in the inferior part of the L3‑4 foramen. AP image is
utilized to square of the end plates. This is followed by obtaining an ipsilateral oblique
view, such that the medial part of the superior articular process (SAP) is seen nearly
in the middle of the disc. After this the insertion of the needle is done in line with the
fluoroscope and the lower half of the foramen below the SAP is targeted.[5]
The C‑arm is then turned into lateral position, which should show the needle in the
posterior half and inferior one third of the foramen. This is followed by taking an AP image
to ensure that the needle is not medial to the medial border of the inferior pedicle. Once
a satisfactory needle position is obtained, contrast is injected and flow pattern checked
under fluoroscopy. The contrast should flow along the medially along the epidural space
and should go below the pedicle along the traversing nerve root at least to its foraminal
entry. Once satisfactory contrast pattern is obtained, the injection can be done.[5]
Transforaminal epidural injections are safe procedures and serious complications are
extremely rare. Neurologic injuries, haemorrhagic complications and infections are
potential complications but their incidence is almost negligible.[15] The most common
immediate complications include vasovagal reactions (4.2%) and intravascular flow of
contrast interrupting the procedure (1.7%). Delayed complications include increase in
pain (5%), soreness at the injection site (3.9%), headache (3.9%) and sweating and flushing
of face (1.8%).[16]
Both interlaminar and transforaminal epidural steroid injections have been shown to
be effective in providing pain relief for patients with low back pain with radicular
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symptoms associated with lumbar disc herniation and canal stenosis.[8] The effects have
been shown to last about 6 months and longer pain relief may be seen in some patients
but is often less reliable.[17] It has also been shown that these injections may have some
effect in the short term (<1 year) on preventing surgical intervention as compared
to a control group. However, this effect is not seen in the long term (>1 year).[18]
These injections also lack effectiveness if the pain is primarily axial back pain of any
aetiology.[8]
The comparisons between the interlaminar and transforaminal approaches have found
no difference between them in terms of pain relief and improvement of function at 1 and
6 months followup. Both techniques have been shown to provide good pain relief up to
6 months.[17,19] However, better pain relief has been noted in the transforaminal group
in the initial (2 weeks) follow‑up.[19] A summary of the studies showing the results and
complications have been outlined in Table 1.
Facet joint intervention
The facet joint (FJ) is a common pain generator in cases of chronic low back pain. It has
been estimated by various studies that 15‑45% cases of low back ache have FJ’s as the
main source of pain.[20,21] The common cause for FJ pain include degenerative joint disease,
spondylolisthesis, trauma, and inflammatory arthritis.[22] The FJ pain presents as chronic low
back ache which worsens with lateral bending, hyperextension and rotatory movements. It
may be associated with “pseudoradicular” pain radiating to one or both sides to the buttocks,
trochanter, groin and thighs. It is important to note that the pain often ends above the knees
and is not associated with any neurological deficit.[23] However, establishing the diagnosis
of lumbar FJ syndrome clinically is extremely difficult with the current clinical tests having
limited or no diagnostic validity.[24] Radiological investigations are of limited diagnostic
value for Facet Joint syndrome as radiographic degenerative changes are found equally
in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. Moreover, there is a poor correlation
between radiographic spinal degenerative changes and magnitude of clinical symptoms.[25,26]
The facet joint is synovial joint formed between the articular processes of two adjacent
vertebras. They are covered by articular hyaline cartilage overlying the facets.[27,28] The joint
is also covered by a synovial membrane and a tough outer fibrous layer with an estimated
capacity of 1 to 2 ml.[28] Each facet joint has a dual nerve supply where it is supplied by
the medial branch of the posterior ramus of the spinal nerve from the same level and one
Table 1: Lumbar transforaminal and interlaminar epidural steroid injection
Transforaminal and Interlaminar epidural steroid injection ‑ Major clinical studies
MacVicar et al. Systematic review Review of 39
In a substantial proportion of patients
2013[12]
studies relating with lumbar radicular pain caused by
with lumbar
contained disc herniations, lumbar
transforaminal
transforaminal injection of corticosteroids
steroid injections is effective in reducing pain, restoring
function, reducing the need for other
health care, and avoiding surgery.
Sharma et al., Systematic review of NA
Statistically significant short‑term
2017[8]
71 studies involving
improvement in pain in patients with
lumbar interlaminar
lumbar disc herniation and stenosis. Lack
epidural steroid
of effectiveness against axial back pain.
injection (ILESI)
Transforaminal and Interlaminar epidural steroid injection ‑ Complication related studies
El‑Yahchouchi, Multicentre
16,638
Vasovagal reactions occurred in 1.2% of
et al.[15]
retrospective
consecutive
patients, more commonly in TFESI (1.3%)
study to study
procedures
than ILESI (0.5%). Dural punctures seen
complications in
(14,956 TFESI; in 0.06% of patients, more commonly
TFESI and ILESI
1,682 ILESI
after ILESI . No major adverse events
procedures
of neurologic injury, hemorrhage, or
infection were seen. Sleeplessness,
flushing, nonpositional headache due to
central steroid response were seen in
2.6% of both TFESI and ILESI patients.
An increase in pain was seen in 2.1% of
TFESI and 1.8% of ILESI patients.
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level above.[27] Besides the rich innervation of the synovium, inflammatory mediators like
prostaglandins and cytokines, substance P, autonomic fibres and nociceptive fibres have
been postulated to play a role in pain arising from the facet joints.[27]
Indications for facet joint injection include diagnostic and therapeutic reasons. Diagnostic
facet joint injections are used in cases where there is strong suspicion of facet joint pain not
relieved on conservative management for more than 3 months. The pain should be atleast
of moderate to severe intensity and affect the quality of life of the patient.[27,29] A reduction
of in pain of atleast 80% and ability to perform previously painful movements are
considered as diagnostic.[30] Therapeutic facet joint injection is indicated in patients with
facet joint pain (confirmed by relief on a diagnostic injection), as an add on to conservative
measures of pain management, adjacent segment disease and spondylolysis.[27]
Intraarticular injection and medial branch block are the two sites of facet joint injections
described in literature. While early studies did not demonstrate a considerable difference
between the two, recent reviews have suggested a better short and long term relief with
medial branch blocks.[31,32,33] In addition, the medial branch block is easier to perform, and
can also identify candidates who may further benefit from medial branch neurolysis.[34,35]
The blocks should be performed in two separate sessions for definite diagnosis of FJ pain
as single block has a high false positive rate (30‑45%).[36] The use of two blocks has also
been shown to improve the success of patients undergoing a denervation procedure than
a single block by reducing the false positive rates.[37] The agents used for diagnostic blocks
commonly include a local anaesthetic (lignocaine or bupivacaine) with or without steroids.
Neurolysis of the medial branch remains the most viable option for therapeutic
applications. It has been shown that neurolysis of lumbar medial branch improves pain
disability and reduces analgesic requirement.[38] However, it is still associated with risk
of recurrence of pain due to nerve regeneration and neuroma formation.[38] The currently
most commonly used methods for therapeutic facet joint denervation/neurolysis include
radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and cryoneurolysis. RFA is based on the principle of
delivering sinusoidal current (400‑500 kHz) to the neural tissue which results in its thermal
damage and denaturation (temperature >45 degrees).[39] Cryoablation on the other hand is
based on the delivery of temperatures <‑70 degrees using gaseous agents (CO2/N2O) at
the tip of the probe. Such low temperatures stop the conduction across the nerve and also
result in destruction of the vascular supply of the nerve.[40] In various studies it has been
noted that over 90% reduction in pain in 60% patients and over 60% reduction in pain
is seen in over 80% of the patients following RFA at 12 months post intervention.[39,41] In
patients undergoing cryoablation, a reduction of 50% in pain lasting for up to 6 months
has been noted.[42,43] RFA appears to have longer lasting results compared to cryoablation,
however no study directly comparing the two techniques is available.
Technique for diagnostic block and neurolysis
The level of injection is decided by a combination of clinical and imaging data. The
intervention is performed at the level of the intended facet joint and one level above it to
account for the dual nerve supply of the facet joint. The patient is laid in prone position
and draping is done in the usual fashion. Local anaesthetic can be used for skin surface
and in the intended muscle plane. Under fluoroscopic guidance, on oblique image a 22
G needle is slowly progressed so that it reaches the junction formed by the transverse
process and the medial aspect of the superior articular process for the L1‑ L4 level. For
the L5‑ S1 level the needle is aimed at the point joining the sacral ala with the articular
process. The position is confirmed by injecting 1 ml of contrast agent. This is followed
by injecting of the drug [Figure 2].[22,37]
For neurolysis procedures the landmarks for needle insertion remain the same. A 22
G cannula is used for RFA. It is important to perform sensory (50‑100 Hz) and motor
stimulation (2‑5Hz) separately before proceeding further. While the former produced
tingling sensation in the area of pain the latter should not cause contraction of the leg
muscle. Following satisfactory needle placement for RFA, one to 3 cycles of approximately
1.5 minutes each with temperatures between 70 and 90°C is performed.[22,37]
Diagnostic facet joint blocks are very safe procedures with minimal long tern side effects.
The side effects associated with RFA include hyperesthesia or dysesthesia of skin, neuritis,
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Figure 2: Diagnostic facet joint injection (a) Image showing the needle at the intended target point which is the junction
of transverse process and the medial part of the superior articular process (b) image post injection of contrast confirms
the correct position of the needle

formation of neuroma etc. Motor deficit due to unintended injury to the spinal nerve is
also described[44] [Table 2].
Table 2: Facet Joint intervention
Facet joint injection ‑ Major clinical studies
15 patients with facet joint pain 60% of the patients obtained
Dreyfuss et al., Prospective
study
treated with RFA
at least 90% relief of pain at 12
2000[39]
months, and 87% obtained at
least 60% relief.
Retrospective 40 patients with minor
A significant pain reduction was
Klessinger
degenerative spondylolisthesis achieved in 65% of the patients.
et al.,2012[41] study
treated with RFA
Pacetti
et al.2016[44]

Facet joint injection ‑ Complication related study
Review
NA
Overall 1% incidence of minor
complications. Neuritic pain
most common complication.

Sacroiliac joint injections
The sacroiliac joint has gained tremendous interest as a major pain generator for low back
pain, especially in the past two decades. It has been estimated in various studies that the
prevalence of sacroiliac joint as the cause of low back pain to range between 15 ‑45% in various
studies.[45,46,47,48] The major causes of SIJ pain include degenerative process, inflammation, joint
destruction, trauma, altered gait patterns, scoliosis, pregnancy and previous lumbar spinal
fusion.[49,50,51] The SIJ is a diarthoidal joint with a strong fibrous capsule and a thick posterior
ligamentous complex which allows slight translation and few degrees of rotation around
the S2.[52] The innervation of the SIJ is formed by the posterior rami of the L5‑S4 which are
primarily sensory nerve fibres, explaining its pain generating capability.[52,53] The use of SI
injections has been rapidly rising and has become wide spread amongst spine surgeons to
tackle the problems associated with the SI joint.[54] In this section we discuss the indications,
techniques, various agents used and adverse reaction of SIJ injections.
The indication for the SI joint injections mainly includes the diagnosis and treatment of SI
joint pain. The SIJ injections are often considered the gold standard for diagnosis of SI joint
pain.[55] It been shown in various studies that no single clinical test alone is sensitive or specific
enough to detect SI joint dysfunction.[56] It has however been suggested that positive response
on 3 or more clinical SIJ provocative test and greatly improve the sensitivity and specificity for
detection of SI joint dysfunction.[56] So a diagnostic SIJ injection is indicated in patients where a
SIJ dysfunction is suspected based on clinical examination or if there is a high suspicion of SI
joint pain. For diagnostic blocks, a relief of more than 75% in previously painful movements
for the duration of local anaesthetic agent is considered to establish the diagnosis of SI joint
dysfunction.[55] While SI joint fusion is currently considered the gold standard for SI joint pain
recalcitrant to conservative management, the option of therapeutic injections for SIJ have
offered an attractive option due its ease and minimally invasive nature and effectiveness.
There have been various techniques of periarticular as well as intraarticular SI joint
injections that have been described in literature. We here describe the most commonly
used techniques of SI joint injection.
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Fluoroscopic Periarticular SIJ injection
Prone position is used for this injection and draping is done in standard fashion. An oblique
view is obtained by tilting the fluoroscope by 15‑20 degrees to align the medial edges of
PSIS (posterior superior iliac spine) and the SIJ line. A 22 G 3.5 inch long spinal needle is
used for the procedure. The advancement of the needle is made in line with the fluoroscopic
beam targeting a point inferior and medical to the PSIS to make contact with the interosseous
ligament. The needle is then rotated medially and further advanced into the sacrum. Around
1 ml of contrast is the injected which flows in both cranial and caudal directions medial to
the SIJ. One can proceed with the injection once contrast pattern is confirmed.[57]
Fluoroscopic Intraarticular SIJ injections
The patient is placed prone and an AP view with caudocranial angulation is taken with
fluoroscopy. The image intensifier is then tilted medial or lateral as needed by 5 ‑10 degrees
each time till a image with overlap of the anteroinferior and the posterior joint spaces
is obtained. The joint is entered from the inferior one third of the joint space. A 22 G 3.5
inch long spinal needle is advanced starting at the inferior articular border in line of the
fluoroscope. The position of the needle is checked on serial images after advancement
of needle after every 3‑5 mm. Once about 3 to 5 cm of needle is in from the skin surface
a full lateral view is checked. Once satisfied with the needle position on AP and lateral
views around 1 ml of contrast agent is injected which is seen to flow superiorly. After
confirmation with contrast one can proceed with the injection [Figure 3].[58]
There are many other techniques described in literature which may be of utility in specific
situations. These include the double needle technique helpful in difficult SIJ injections,
upper one third joint technique useful when lower one third region is not amenable to
injection and the combined intra‑articular and periarticular injections.[59,60,61]
USG guided SIJ injections
USG guided SIJ injection are also gaining popularity due to no radiation hazard to patient and
the health care professional. However, unfamiliarity of surgeons and high user dependence
may act as deterrents to its wide spread adoption. Again prone position is utilized for this
technique. A curvilinear and low frequency probe (4‑6 mHz) is recommended. The probe is
positioned transverse over the sacral hiatus and sacral cornu is identified. The probe is then
moved laterally to see the lateral edge of the sacrum and cephalad to identify the medial
edge of the ilium. The cleft between the lateral edge of the sacrum and medial edge of ilium
represents the SIJ and the lower one third of this cleft is then targeted.[62]
Studies have shown that both intra and periarticular injections are effective and
no significant difference in the degree of pain relief has been noted between the 2
techniques.[63] While various studies have shown greater accuracy for intraarticular
needle placement under fluoroscopy guidance compared to ultrasound guided injections,
no differences in functional and pain scores have been noted at various time points.[64]

Figure 3: Diagnostic sacroiliac joint injection. Fluoroscopic image showing the needle being placed in the inferior third
part of the SI joint can be seen
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Agents used for injections
Diagnostic blocks use a local anaesthetic (lignocaine or bupivacaine) and effects last
up to the duration of action of the anaesthetic agent. Number different agents like
steroids, prolotherapy agents, platelet rich plasma have been used as therapeutic
agents for SIJ injections.[65,66] Kim et al. in their study noted that use of intra‑articular
prolotherapy had significantly higher and longer lasting pain relief compared to
steroids in the long term. Over 50% patients has relief of >50% in pain in prolotherapy
group whereas the number was around 10% for the steroid group.[65] Singla et al. in
their study compared PRP with steroids for intra‑atrticular application. At 3 months,
while only 25% reported satisfactory pain relief in steroid group, this number was
nearly 90% in PRP group.[66] However, these studies had small sample size and
more studies are needed to define the exact role of PRP and prolotherapy in SIJ
interventions.
The complications associated with SIJ injections are often minor and include vasovagal
reaction (2.1%) in the immediate period. Delayed events include soreness at injection
site (13%), increase in pain (5.3%), and facial flushing (2.3%). The adverse reactions are
often minor and require minimal or no further intervention [Table 3].[67]
Table 3: Sacroiliac Joint interventions
SI Joint injection ‑ Major clinical studies
23(prolotherapy)/25 Significant improvement in both groups from
(steroids)
baseline and no difference in both groups at
2 weeks. More than 50%pain relief was seen
in 58.7% patients in prolotherapy group and
10.2% patients in steroid groups at 3 months.
Prospective 55 intraarticular/59 Significant improvement in post injection pain
study
periarticular steroid at 1 week in both the groups. No significant
injections
difference was noted between the two groups.
RCT
20 fluoroscopy (FL) Significant reduction in pain scores in both the
guided/20 ultrasoundgroups. There was no significant difference
guided (USG) local in pain score between the two groups at any
anaesthetic + steroid time points. There was no significant difference
injections
in procedure‑related variables, physical
functioning, discomfort, opioid utilization, and
patient satisfaction between the 2 groups.

RCT
Kim
et al.2010[65]

Nacey
et al.2016[63]
Soneji
et al.2016[64]

SI joint Injections ‑ Complication related study
Retrospective To study occurrenceMost common complication in the immediate
Plastaras
et al.2012[67] cohort study of adverse effects in period was vasovagal reaction (2.1%).
191 intraarticular SIJ Delayed events include soreness at injection
injections.
site (13%), increase in pain (5.3%), and facial
flushing (2.3%).

SECTION 2
Vertebral Augmentation
Vertebroplasty
Percutaneous Vertebroplasty (PVP) was first described in 1987 by Galibert and Deramont
for a C2 hemangioma.[68] PVP involves an injection of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
into the vertebral body for its augmentation.
Loss of stiffness of the vertebral body following the disease process leads to increase
susceptibility to deformation and loss of integrity of the vertebral body leading to
fracture.[69] PVP leads to an increase in the elastic modulus and ultimate strength of
the augmented vertebra.[70] Both these parameters are the measure of the stiffness of
the vertebral body. Improved stiffness in turn leads to improved mechanical stability
and reduction of the micromotion of the fracture fragments which clinically results in
improvement of the pain and loss of vertebral body height and collapse.[3] Increased
stiffness of the vertebral body also leads to increased pressure through the nucleus
pulposus and the adjacent vertebral body by 13‑18%.[70]
The main indications of PVP are osteoporotic fractures, traumatic fractures, vertebral
hemangioma, and lytic metastatic vertebral body disease.[69] Acute and subacute
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compression fractures demonstrate marrow edema on short‑tau inversion recovery (STIR)
sequences of MRI.[69] Fractures with these MRI features usually respond well to PVP.
PVP is usually performed under local anaesthesia with or without sedation. General
anaesthesia is rarely required. The patient is placed in the prone position with bolsters.
An attempt is made to keep the spine in the lordotic position to correct the localised
kyphosis. In the author’s experience, a unipedicular approach generally suffices. The
author generally prefers premedicating the patient with a single dose of intraoperative
methylprednisolone to avoid a rare possibility of allergic reaction. A single dose of
perioperative wide‑spectrum antibiotic is also administered. A bipedicular approach may
be warranted in some patients to achieve a more uniform bilateral cement distribution
in the body. The outline of the steps is given below.
1. Obtaining a true AP X‑ray of the affected level is a critical step for a successful PVP.
2. Necessary radiation safety measures following the principles of “justification,
optimization, and dose limitation” proposed by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) are followed.[71]
3. The exact Kv, mA, position, angle, and tilt of the C‑arm machine to achieve the true
AP image is noted to achieve the same image quality.
4. After sterile aseptic skin preparation, the entry point is decided on the AP X‑ray.
5. The preferred starting position is the 2’o clock position on the right side and 10’o
clock position on the left side.
6. For Indian patients, this usually is about 4 cms from the midline in the thoracolumbar
region. This distance varies depending on the built of the patient and the level which
needs augmentation.
7. For a right‑handed surgeon, usually, a left pedicular approach is preferred. Skin,
subcutaneous tissue up to the periosteum is infiltrated with 1% lidocaine.
8. After a stab incision is made, a 10g or 11g Jamshidi needle is passed till it docks on
the periosteum of the pedicle entry point. The pedicle entry point is confirmed by
C‑arm. (Figure 4a)
9. The Jamshidi needle is gently tapped into the pedicle and gently passed forward in a
corkscrew manner avoiding any sudden force or change of trajectory. This step may
be confirmed multiple times with a C‑arm.

a

d

c

b

e

f

Figure 4: (a) AP Xray shows placement of the Jamshidi needle, (b) Lateral Xray shows the tip of the Jamshidi needle
has crossed the posterior vertebral border, (c) Lateral Xray shows cement being injected into the vertebral body, (d)
Lateral Xray shows some cement leakage into the L34 disc space hence further injection was stopped, (e) Lateral Xray
and (f) AP Xray shows good bilateral filling of cement in the L4 body
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10. Once the Jamshidi needle reaches the medial border of the pedicle, a lateral view is
taken. The needle should have traversed the posterior vertebral border. (Figure 4b)
11. The tip of the needle is at the centre of the junction of the anterior and middle 1/3rd of
the vertebral body. On AP view this usually translates to the midpoint of the spinous
process.
12. At this point, aspiration can be performed to obtain tissue for biopsy to rule out
malignancy. A wider bore needle is used if the biopsy is to be performed.
13. PMMA cement is now prepared and is ready for injection once it attains a “toothpaste”
consistency.
14. Cement injection is done using live/pulsed fluoroscopy in a slow systematic manner.
The anesthetist during the entire injection process monitors for signs of cardiovascular
instability.
15. About 3‑4ml of cement is injected. Lateral and AP view Xray are taken to ensure
good bilateral distribution of cement. If any leak of cement is noted in the epidural
space or disc space or opacification of veins is noted then the injection is immediately
stopped. (Figure 4c, 4d) Cement injection can continue after 3 minutes to allow
solidification of the previously injected cement.
16. After the injection is complete, the trocar is reinserted to prevent any residual cement
in the cannula to track along the pedicle.
17. Final Ap and lateral images are obtained to confirm satisfactory cement
position. (Figure 4e, 4f).
18. Compression is usually applied at the site of the injection to prevent local hematoma
formation and a single stitch (with absorbable suture) usually suffices.
19. Postoperative Xray are taken at the time of the follow‑up [Figure 5]
The absolute contraindications for PVP are the presence of septicemia, active infective
foci in the vertebral body or the disc, allergy to bone cement, and uncorrected
coagulopathy.[69,70]
Relative contraindications of PVP include retropulsion of fracture fragment leading to the
neurological deficit, active systemic infection, significant canal compromise secondary
to epidural tumour, improving patient symptoms with medical therapy, prophylactic
measures in osteoporosis.[69]
Epidural Cement leakage leads to a neurological deficit or root irritation, cement
embolism, fat embolism, allergic reactions, infection, death due to an anaphylactic
reaction, pulmonary cement emboli, and fat emboli have been rarely reported.[70,72] Cement
leakage is due to low cement viscosity at the time of injection, vasculature at the site of the
needle tip, loss of integrity of posterior vertebral cortex; poor intraoperative fluoroscopy;
and wider diameter of the needle used.[69] Fat embolism is due to the displacement of
fat in the bone marrow of the vertebra into the venous vasculature which may lead to
fat embolism syndrome characterised by chest pain, respiratory distress, confusion,
and petechial rash.[73] Paravertebral cement leakage into muscle may lead to myositis.[74]
Cement injection should be performed in the anterior part of the vertebral body to prevent
retropulsion of the fracture fragment of tumour fragment into the spinal canal.[69] The
incidence of infection after PVP is about 0.3‑0.5%.[75,76] The incidence of adjacent vertebral

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 5: (a and b) Preoperative Xray of L4 osteoporotic fractue, (c) Preoperative CT shows L4 fracture with cleft,
(d and e) Postoperative Xray following PVP. Some cement leakage is noted in the L34 disc space
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body fractures (ABVF) in patients with osteoporosis ranges from 8‑52%.[69] ABVF are also
noted after any cement augmentation procedure with an incidence of about 3‑25%.[69]
Slightly higher incidence of new vertebral fractures following PVP were reported in a
meta‑analysis though this was not statistically significant (16.43% vs 15.83%).[77] The
incidence of ABVF is highest in the first 3 months after the procedure.[78‑80] ABVF is also
seen more commonly after cement leakage into the disc space.[78,80]
Interestingly, despite good clinical results and biomechanical evidence, the use of PVP
has been a matter of debate especially after the Cochrane review published in 2018
which suggested a similar benefit of PVP compared to a sham procedure.[81,82] This paper
was criticized since the critics believed that the evidence of the usefulness of PVP was
misrepresented.[83] A more recent meta‑analysis by Lou et al. showed that PVP was most
effective for fractures less than 6 weeks and in patients with severe pain.[77] Another recent
meta‑analysis showed a reduction of 12‑month mortality and morbidity by 19% and 36%
respectively following vertebral augmentation.[84] Another meta‑analysis of more than 2
million patients showed that vertebral augmentation reduces 10‑year mortality by 22%.[85]
Thus vertebral augmentation also leads to a lowering of healthcare costs.[86] It should
also be borne in mind that osteoporosis is a preventable disease and 40‑70% reduction of
vertebral body fractures can be achieved by anti‑osteoporotic medications.[87] [Table 4].
Table 4: Summary of effectiveness of Percutaneous Vertebroplasty
Study parameters
Pain

Pain
Mortality
Morbidity
Complications

Comparison of PVP with
Outcome
Conservative management PVP shows better short, medium and long
term pain relief. Pain relief better if PVP done
within 6 weeks of fracture
Placebo/Sham
Pain relief of PVP and placebo similar.
Non‑surgical treatment
PVP/BK reduces 1 year mortality by 19%
PVP/BK reduces 10 year mortality by 22%
Non‑surgical treatment
PVP/BK reduces 1 year morbidity by 36%
1.Cement leakage (usually not clinically
symptomatic)
2.Adjacent vertebral body fracture
3.Pulmonary embolism
4.Anaphylactic reactions
5.Infection
6.Neurological deficit

Kyphoplasty
Kyphoplasty, or balloon kyphoplasty (BK) is a vertebral augmentation procedure
similar to vertebroplasty, with the difference being in the use of balloons to restore
vertebral height in compression fractures. This technique was first described by Garfin
and approved for use by the FDA in 1998.[88] The advantage is the reduction in kyphosis
and maintaining normal to near‑normal spine alignment. In addition, the risk of
cement extravasation, commonly seen with vertebroplasty is reduced substantially. In
vertebroplasty, a low viscosity cement is injected into the vertebral body under pressure.
Kyphoplasty, in contrast, involves the injection of a thicker cement under low pressure
into a preformed cavity.
The indications and contraindications of BK are identical to those of PVP.
The preoperative workup, positioning and precautions are also the same.
BK is commonly carried out via both pedicles to ensure a symmetric expansion of the
vertebra.
Following positioning and draping, under suitable anesthesia, and identification of the
vertebra of importance via fluoroscopy or C‑Arm, and infiltrating with local anesthetic,
the steps are as follows‑
1. A 10 or 11 size Jamshidi needle is placed in to both right and left pedicles via the
standard 2 and 10 o’ clock approaches.
2. In the bipedicular approach, the needle tips placement is the ipsilateral half of the
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a

b

c

Figure 6: (a and b) Intraprocedural fluoroscopy showing bilateral balloon filling in in the AP view and lateral view in the
fractured L1 vertebra. (c) Final Fluoroscopy image with cement seen filling the fractured L1 vertebra

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

vertebral body, with needle tips around the root of spinous processes on AP view
and in the mid‑anterior third of the vertebra on lateral projections.
The cannulae are then withdrawn to lie in the posterior third of the body and a drill is
passed through to create space for the balloons, which should extend till the anterior
third of the body.
The balloons are inserted and expanded slowly with contrast material till the
vertebral bodies expand or till a maximum internal pressure of 200‑300 psi, as
described by individual manufacturers. This is done under continuous fluoroscopy.
(Figure 6a and b)
Once the endpoint is reached, the balloon is withdrawn on one side and the cannula
advanced in to the cavity. Cement, mixed with barium to ensure radiopacity, is then
injected into the cavity either through a second cannula within the working channel
or via the same cannula with sequential corkscrew movements to gently withdraw
it.
Cement injection is carried out till about two thirds of the vertebral body. 2 to 6 mL
of cement per side maybe injected. A stylet is used to push the residual cement out of
the cannula and the cannula is withdrawn. This is done to prevent cement extrusion
into the pedicle and extra vertebral tissue.
The procedure is repeated on the opposite side. (Figure 6c).

As in vertebroplasty, this procedure may be done under local anesthesia with or
without conscious sedation, or under general anesthesia. Monitored anesthesia
care is imperative, however. The complications specific to BK are cortical
fracture, re‑collapse after deflating the balloon, balloon rupture, and transient
hyperalgesia. [89]
Cortical rupture is prevented with proper positioning of the balloon with slow, gradual
inflation. The method described above of deflating and filling one side prior to deflating
the contralateral balloon is advised to prevent re‑collapse of the vertebra. Balloon
rupture has little clinical consequence since this leads to contrast extravasation into
the vertebral body or rarely into the paravertebral tissues. This sometimes occurs
in comminuted fractures due to sharp bone edges or in fractures in vertebrae with
mixed density.
Transient hyperalgesia is seen rarely and is believed to be due to inflammatory
reaction, either secondary to the exothermic reaction of cement polymerisation or the
stretch of tissues with expansion of the balloon. This is managed by a short course of
anti‑inflammatory medications, and steroids if necessary.
Unilateral BK has been tried via a more lateral approach with curved balloons. It has been
reported to provide similar results with lesser radiation exposure, cement utilization, and
operative time during the procedure but the studies have been limited by the number
of patients treated.[90]
There are a few studies comparing PVP and BK and while there is a reduced risk of
cement leakage with BK and a better restoration of kyphosis, the overall pain reduction
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Table 5: Comparison of Vertebroplasty and Kyphoplasty[92]
Vertebroplasty
Good relief of pain
Inexpensive, shorter procedure
1‑4mL of low viscosity cement injected with high
pressure
Extravertebral cement leakage ~ 70%
No impact on kyphosis

Kyphoplasty
Good relief of pain
More expensive and longer
2‑6mL of higher viscosity cement injected slowly
Extravertebral cement leakage ~ 10%
Reduces kyphosis

and long‑term quality of life in both procedures is similar.[91] In addition, vertebroplasty
is less expensive and has a shorter surgical time. [Table 5].[92]
Contrary to popular belief, the usefulness of PVP/BK is not only restricted to pain‑relief
but also involves reduction of short term and long‑term morbidity and mortality.
Despite being a potential “out‑patient” procedure, the surgeon should be aware of the
potentially life‑threatening complications of vertebral augmentation and hence should
be used judiciously. It is worth re‑emphasising that osteoporosis is a systemic disease
and anti‑osteoporotic treatment should be promptly initiated.

SECTION 3
Percutaneous interventions in the Lumbar Spine
Low back pain is one of the commonest symptoms for which medical assistance is sought.
It is estimated that 80% of people will experience at least one episode of low back pain
in their lives. The commonest cause for the pain is believed to the lumbar disc itself.[93]
Other usual suspects include the inflamed nerve root, a degenerated facet joint and
myofacial pain.
There is a substantial amount of data on the physical and chemical substrates of pain
generation within the intervertebral disc and a large number of interventions over time
have targeted this structure. These include conservative therapy, steroid and anesthetic
injections, and percutaneous and surgical procedures [Table 6].
Minimally invasive percutaneous interventions, include decompression via mechanical,
thermal, or chemical methods, biomaterial implantation, and disc cell or regenerative
therapies.
The earliest access into the disc was performed in the 1950s to obtain biopsies and the
first intradiscal therapeutic intervention was performed by Lyman Smith in 1963 with the
injection of chymopapain.[94] Since then there have been multiple modalities developed
for the treatment of discogenic pain. They can be broadly divided as follows,[95]
1. Chemical ‑ Chymopapain, Ozone, gelified ethanol
2. Thermal ‑ Laser, Pulsed Radiofrequency, Electrothermal therapy and nucleoplasty
3. Mechanical ‑ cutting tips of various configurations, hydrodissection tips, pneumatic
suction/cutting devices
4. Biomaterial ‑ hydrogel implantation
5. Cell therapy ‑ Platelet Rich Plasma, Stem Cell.
The indication for percutaneous disc decompression therapies is the presence of discogenic
pain (Low back pain and neuralgia) from an intervertebral disc herniation that occupies
less than one‑third or half of the canal diameter in MRI that has also failed to resolve after
conservative therapy for about 4–6 weeks and at least one session of steroid injection.[95]
The symptoms must be consistent with the segmental level where the herniation is
present in MRI.[96]
Contraindications for these interventions are ‑
1. sphincter dysfunction,
2. extreme sciatica and progressive neurologic deficit.
3. asymptomatic herniation,
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

a sequestered disc fragment
local or systemic infection,
spondylolisthesis
Patient’s inability or refusal to provide informed consent.
Uncontrolled coagulopathy
Equivocal results on a provocative discogram, if performed[94]

Table 6: Miscellaneous Percutaneous Interventions on Lumbar Spine
Method
Mechanical

Thermal

Description/
Mechanism
High speed spiral
blades/laminar
probes
Hydraulic suction
cutters
Herniotome
Vapourizing
disc material
by application
of heat - laser,
thermal coil,
coblation
Oxygen‑Ozone
Gelified Alcohol

Advantages

Disadvantages

Quick and can be done
under local anesthesia

Risk of discitis, only one device
has been proven beneficial based
on evidence

Thermal energy alters
the cytokine mileu
and radiofrequency
annuloplasty is believed to
add to pain relief

Requirement of specialized
equipment for the energy source.
Evidence of benefit is lacking
for most procedures except for
biacuplasty in highly selected
patient populations.
Chemical
Ozone causes destruction Ozone generation requires
of the nucleus but also has special equipment, no clear
potential anti‑inflammatory guidelines or protocols.
effects so can be injected Rare but potentially serious
in the soft tissue around the complications (pneumocephalus)
root and facet.
Gelified alcohol has to be injected
Gelified alcohol causes
under continuous fluoroscopy.
local necrosis of the disc Extravasation can cause severe
pain and necrosis.
Biomaterial
Hydrogel
Potentially can
No ideal materials found and still
Implantation
injections
augment disc height
experimental
and restore normal
biomechanics
Regenerative/ Platelet Rich
Regenerative therapies
Small studies showing
Cell Therapy
Plasma or Stem and increasing in use and short term benefit. Need for
cells
acceptance
equipment. Theoretical risk of
tumorigenesis
DRG ‑ RF
Pulsed
Safe, effective procedure in Risk of nerve damage, short
radiofrequency selected patients
lasting relief.
of the dorsal root
ganglion
Percutaneous Special catheter Useful in failed back
Short term pain relief, Limited
Epidural
inserted via
surgery syndrome, spinal availability of catheters. Risk of
Adhesiolysis
sacrum into the stenosis, epidural fibrosis subdural catheter placement and
epidural space.
epidural hematomas

The first step of any percutaneous spine intervention is entering the disc. This is done
again under local anesthesia with the patient positioned prone.
After meticulous asepsis and under preoperative antibiotic cover, the disc space in
question is identified on fluoroscopy and the vertebral end plates made parallel with
the required cranial or caudal tilt of the image intensifier.
The C‑arm is then rotated towards the side of the pathology to obtain the classical oblique
Scotty dog image. A needle is then introduced into the disc via Kambin’s triangle and
the final position of the needle should be between the end plates, near the midline and
towards the anterior third of the disc.
Mechanical disc decompressors may then be inserted into the disc over a guide wire.
These use either high RPM cutting blades or spiral screws (like the Archimedes
screw) [Figure 7] to remove a small amount of the nucleus anterior to the prolapse.
This reduces the intradiscal pressure and in a closed hydraulic system (with an intact
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annulus fibrosis) leads to reduction of the herniated fragment. Other mechanical
devices include hydraulic or pneumatic suction‑cutter probes or metallic wires/
blades. The only such device which has shown some limited long‑term benefit is the
Dekompressor (Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI).[97]However, this study had poor long term
follow up.
Thermal therapy acts by altering the cytokine milieu in the degenerated disc. It has also
been proposed that it works by thermal ablation of nociceptors and nerve endings in
the annulus and by causing fusion of the collagen fibres of the annulus at temperatures
above 70°C.[98]
Choy et al. first described laser disc decompression in 1987.[99]The principle is to vaporize a
small amount of the water‑rich nucleus with laser energy and thus achieve decompression.
The rise in temperature also works as outlined above to provide pain relief. Laser energy
is transmitted via a 400‑μm diameter optical fiber inserted coaxially through the access
cannula. Any of the medical lasers may be used such as diode, Nd:YAG, KTP, CO2,
Ho: YAG. The CO2 laser, however requires a metal tube to deliver the energy and that
can lead to collateral damage via conduction of heat, especially to the nerve root. The
sudden rise in temperature may also damage end plates in severely degenerated discs
and cause gas cavitation and intraprocedural pain. The laser energy is therefore usually
delivered as pulses with enough time allowed for the heat to dissipate between the pulses.
The current evidence for laser disc decompression is limited. Brouwer and colleagues
showed that Percutaneous Laser Disc Decompression (PLDD) resulted in non‑inferior
outcomes compared with conventional surgery; however, the number of reoperations
required was significantly higher in the PLDD group (38%) compared with conventional
surgery group (16%). At the two‑year follow up, it was noted that although the rate of
reoperation in the PLDD group was higher than expected, surgery could be avoided in
48% of those patients that were original candidates for surgery. The authors concluded
the results justify the need for additional studies into the value of PLDD as an alternative
to conservative treatment.[100,101]
Intradiscal thermal therapy may also be done via a variety of other techniques including
IDET (Intradiscal electrothermal Annuoplasty), radiofrequency ablation of the
annulus (diskTRODE, etc), Biaculoplasty, and nucleoplasty by coablation.
IDET and diskTrode involve flexible RF catheters that run along either the entire
annulus (IDET) or just the posterior annulus adjacent to the prolapsed fragment in the
diskTrode system. The catheter then reaches a temperature of 75‑85 C and this causes
damage to the nociceptors. A recent review of literature showed that while observational
studies showed good response to IDET, randomised controlled studies showed little no
benefit except in a strictly selected subgroup of patients.[102–104]
Biacuplasty involves the insertion of 2 electrodes into the posterolateral annulus of the
affected disc on either side, which are connected to a bipolar system, essentially a cooled
radiofrequency system. The resultant thermal energy causes damage to the nociceptors

Figure 7: Dekompressor, mechanical disc decompression by Stryker Inc. showing the auger tip. (Reproduced with
permission from Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI)
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with little collateral damage to surrounding tissues. Two small studies give Level 4
evidence that Biacuplasty may be considered in patients with discogenic low back
pain who have failed conservative management.[105,106]A 12 month follow up of the RCT
published showed sustained pain relief and reproducible results in the cross over subjects
from the control arm.[107] The current status of biacuplasty is that it may be considered as
an intervention for patients with intractable discogenic low back pain but further studies
are required before it forms a part of practice guidelines.
Nucleoplasty is another minimally invasive percutaneous thermal method of treating
discogenic pain. It involves passage of a catheter with RF electrodes into the disc and
using high energy to form a plasma field around the electrodes. These then both coagulate
and ablate the nucleus tissue leading to reduction in intradiscal pressure. The treatment
usually causes a zone of tissue destruction at lower temperatures than conventional RF.
This requires multiple passes into the disc to achieve optimum decompression but also
requires a conductive medium to work. As a result, its efficacy reduces in a desiccated
disc.[108]
Chemical
The initial success of Chemopapain nucleolysis led to its widespread use. Dosage
inconsistencies, unreliable supply and serious adverse effects if injected into the
subarachnoid space have made this technique of mostly historical note.
Currently 2 common methods of chemonucleolysis have been studied ‑
Radioopaque gelified ethanol, and Ozone.
Chemodiscolisys with ethanol gel is chemonucleolysis using radiopaque gelified
ethanol containing ethyl alcohol and cellulose derivative products associated with a
contrast agent (tungsten); the injection of ethanol gel within the nucleus pulposus causes
molecular scission of proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans leading to degradation of
these components and a loss of their water‑retaining capacity, resulting in dehydration
and chemical decompression of the disc.[109]
A recent paper looking at retrospective data from procedures done from 2012 to 2015
showed that there was over 85% pain relief sustained at 4 years. There was however no
control group and till date, there is no reasonable evidence to recommend this modality.[109]
Oxygen‑ozone can reduce inflammation because of the oxidizing effect on pain‑producing
mediators; moreover, the injection of ozone can also inhibit synthesis and secretion
of algogen molecules, causing rapid pain relief. The ozone has direct action on the
mucopolysaccharides of the nucleus pulposus with rupture of water molecules and
shrinkage of the disc.[109,110]
It is given intradiscally and whilst withdrawal of the needle infiltrated in to the surrounding
soft tissue as well, with the intent of providing a wider local anti‑inflammatory effect.
Multiple small studies have shown Oxygen‑ozone therapy to be beneficial in the short and
medium term, with one recent paper showing similar results to surgical microdiscectomy
with the added advantage that surgery was avoided in 70% of patients treated with
ozone (17 out of 24 patients).[111]
A recent meta‑analysis showed that there was a significant paucity of well‑designed trials
but from the information available this modality has proven to be a safe treatment with
beneficial effects in pain control and functional recovery from low back pain at short to
medium term follow‑up.[112]
Biocomposites and Regenerative Cell therapy
Hydrogel based substitutes for the nucleus pulposus are currently in the experimental
stage. The challenges to research currently are to identify a suitable chemical replacement
for the nucleus which has an efficient delivery system with minimal tissue disruption,
good biocompatibility and little to no in vivo reactivity, and has the physical properties
of the native disc.[113]
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Regenerative therapy, primarily focused on platelet‑rich plasma (PRP) and mesenchymal
stem cells (MSC) is an area of continuously increasing interest and research.
Multiple studies have shown that PRP is effective and safe with a reasonable reduction
in pain scores.[114,115]
Stem cell therapy consists of the transplantation of MSCs in the nucleus pulposus of
the affected disc. There have been a few studies showing at least a 1‑year reduction in
pain in 50‑60% of patients treated with stem cells and MRI evidence in a few patients of
restored disc height and hydration.
A major drawback of this procedure is cell extravasation, potentially causing complications
such as discitis, tumorigenesis, osteophytes, and spinal stenosis.[116,117]
Percutaneous, minimally invasive therapies for Lumbar disc herniations, discogenic
pain and degenerative disease are an attractive option for a well selected subset patients
who are not clear‑cut surgical candidates and have failed medical therapy. Current data
is fragmented and quality randomised trials are lacking. The marginal utility of each
modality also diminishes with each newly published meta‑analysis. There is however,
a role for these modes of treatment for properly selected patients. Given their low risk of
adverse reactions, and moderate efficacy they are likely here to stay and future research
and well‑designed trials are required to decide their place in clinical practice guidelines.
In addition to intradiscal procedures there are 2 more interventions that merit mentioning.
The first is radio frequency lesioning of the dorsal root ganglion (DRG‑RF), and
percutaneous epidural adhesiolysis.
DRG‑RF is an emerging percutaneous procedure mainly indicated for refractory chronic
radicular pain.[118] DRG‑RF has been used both in cervical and lumbar radiculopathies. The
continuous DRG‑RF probably produces a partial lesion which interrupts the nociception
but avoids a sensory deficit.[118] However, to avoid a potential neurological deficit with
this procedure pulsed DRG‑RF is preferred. The exact mechanism of action is unknown
however the pulsed mechanism is postulated to produce its effect by activation of
noradrenergic and serotonergic pain inhibitory pathway, decreasing pro‑inflammatory
cytokines, and decreasing microglia activation in the dorsal horn.[119] The salient steps of
this procedure are as follows. First, a diagnostic selective nerve root block is performed
to identify the affected root. Once the root is identified a 22G radiofrequency electrode is
inserted under C‑arm guidance. The ideal electrode position is the dorso‑cranial quadrant
of the neural foramen on the lateral fluoroscopy and on the AP fluoroscopy, the needle
tip should midway between the lateral and medial pedicle line. Sensory stimulation
between 0.3‑ 0.6 mV helps in the identification of DRG, and no motor response to the
stimulation should be elicitable at voltages that are at least twice those used to obtain
the sensory response. Pulsed RF was performed for 120 seconds, at 45 V and 42 degrees
of temperature.[120]
Complications related to the procedure are local pain, swelling, neural injury, hematoma,
and infection.[121] Overall results in the cervical region are better than the lumbar region.[122]
The majority of patients show >50% pain relief with the pain relief usually lasting for
about 4 months.[123]
The current evidence for the safety and efficacy of DRG‑RF in chronic radiculopathy is
based on low‑quality evidence with a small number of patients.[124] Larger and higher
quality RCTs will help in confirming the data from the previous studies, hence it may
be prudent to use this procedure judiciously in selected patients.
Percutaneous Epidural Adhesiolysis (PEA)
Percutaneous epidural adhesiolysis is also known as epidural neuroplasty, neurolysis,
or lysis of epidural adhesions.[125]
The main indication of the procedure is[126,127]
1. Epidural fibrosis,
2. Failed back or neck surgery syndrome (Level I with strong recommendation)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Spinal stenosis (Level II with moderate to strong recommendation)
Disc herniation (Level II with moderate to strong recommendation)
Cervical or lumbar radiculopathy,
Refractory low back pain.

The procedure is performed through the caudal approach using fluoroscopic guidance.
This involves the passage of the 16G Tuohy needle in the sacral canal. A metal‑reinforced
epidural catheter is inserted into the target area after performing an epidurogram to
confirm needle position and localising the filling defect. Once the catheter reaches the
target, non‑ionic dye is agent again to confirm the epidural position. Once an epidural
position is confirmed then the first 3‑5ml of 1% lidocaine is injected, followed by 10ml
of normal saline, 0.125% bupivacaine, and 5mg of dexamethasone is injected slowly.[128]
Some authors inject hyaluronidase solution as well.[34] Some authors prefer keeping the
catheter for up to 3 days, where hypertonic saline and local anaesthetics can be infused
once a day.[126] Other authors have shown balloon catheters to be more effective than
metal catheters.[127]
The exact mechanism of action of PEA is still a matter of debate but interruption of the
nociceptive input by anti‑inflammatory action and attenuation of the neurotransmitter
release at the neuromuscular junction are the proposed mechanisms.[127]
Significant pain relief can be obtained for a mean duration of about 12 weeks.[35] The
commonest complications include decreased mental status and hypotension usually
secondary to contrast hypersensitivity. Other complications include motor weakness,
sensory loss, periprocedural pain, dyspnea, nausea, dizziness, etc.[128] The overall
complication rate is 6.4%. Caudal PEA has an intermediate risk of bleeding.[128]
Caudal PEA is a relatively safe and efficacious short‑term method to relieve pain
secondary to multiple degenerative spinal diseases. There exists significant variability
in the components and volumes of the component which are used in PEA. Though the
exact mechanism of action is still unclear, current literature provides strong evidence for
its use in spinal stenosis, failed back surgery syndrome, and disc herniation.

Conclusion
Spinal injections and vertebral augmentation overall have good efficacy and safety.
Careful case selection, sound interpretation of pre-procedural and intra-procedural
imaging, and early recognition and management of complications are critical to ensure a
good patient outcome. The patient should be counseled regarding the temporary nature
of pain alleviation and outcomes should be discussed in terms of delaying or avoiding
surgery in some cases. Spinal injections thus can provide a rewarding experience to both
the patient and clinician.
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